Abstract. When a hazardous chemical agent has soaked into a porous medium, such as concrete, 4
1. Introduction. The challenges of achieving good mixing of cleanser and agent are particularly 35 pronounced when the agent has soaked into a porous material, such as concrete. In 36 this case, the cleanser and agent cannot be mixed mechanically (e.g. by stirring), and 37 the speed of decontamination is likely to be limited by cleanser and agent transport.
38
Studying the decontamination of porous materials also presents experimental chal-39 lenges. While some methods have been developed for investigating the behaviour of 40 of reaction product between phases) affect the overall speed of decontamination. As 90 discussed above, since we can find no references in the present literature that discuss 91 (let alone quantify) how such features affect decontamination speed, this paper repre-92 sents a valuable first step in understanding the processes that control the effectiveness 93 of decontamination.
94
In §2, we describe the development and nondimensionalisation of our model, pay-95 ing particular attention to the boundary conditions that hold at the moving interface.
96
This leads to equations (12)-(15), which give a dimensionless representation of our 97 model, transformed to fixed spatial domains. In §3 we consider the early-time asymp-98 totic behaviour of the model and present numerical solutions to the system. While 99 not important for determining the overall speed of decontamination, the early-time 100 analysis is essential for developing accurate and efficient numerical schemes for solving 101 (12)-(15). We also introduce two measures of agent removal time that can be used to 102 characterise decontamination.
103
We follow this in §4 with an asymptotic analysis of the governing equations for 104 long time. Under the assumption that the initial agent layer is deep, we find that 105 the long-time dynamics of the model fall into one of two regimes. We investigate the 106 behaviour of the system in both of these regimes, providing asymptotic results where 107 possible. These results allow us to gain deeper physical insight into the underlying 108 system and predict the most important parameters for decontamination. We discuss 109 the physical implications of our work in §5, where we present our results in dimensional 110 form and thus identify some desirable features of cleansers. can change in time. We assume that the porous medium is homogeneous and fully 122 saturated with fluid. As a result of this, the porosity of the medium does not play an 123 explicit role in our analysis.
124
At the interface between the phases, the cleanser and the agent react irreversibly.
125
This reaction consumes cleanser and agent and leads to the formation of a neutral 126 product that is soluble in both the aqueous phase and the oil phase. In the aqueous 
129
In the oil phase, we assume that the product and agent form an ideal mixture 130 whose molar volume is independent of composition. We describe the evolving compo-131 sition of the oil phase using the volume fraction of reaction product in the oil phase, 132φ (x,t) [dimensionless] . Since the oil phase contains only agent and product, the vol-
133
ume fraction of contaminant in the oil phase is 1 −φ. Ideality of the agent-product 134 mixture implies that the diffusion of product in agent is equivalent to the diffusion 135 of agent in product, and hence we can represent diffusive transport in the oil phase 136 using a single diffusion equation forφ.
137
We assume that all transport of cleanser, agent, and product within their re- spective phases is due to diffusion. Assuming Fickian diffusion and exploiting the 139 assumption that the porous medium is saturated and uniformly porous, this gives the 140 governing equations for the evolution ofc,p andφ to be 
175
We use (5) to obtain interfacial conditions onc,φ, andp, noting that the total 176 amounts of cleanser, agent, and product in the system (in moles) are given by cleanser into the oil-water interface is given byD ccx +cst, evaluated atx =s(t).
186
Since the removal of cleanser at the oil-water interface happens via the decontamina-
187
tion reaction, we use (5) to obtain
189
Repeating this process with equations (6b) and (6c), we obtain two further inter-
where (7c) has been rearranged using (7b).
195
We obtain the final interfacial condition by assuming that the reaction product is 196 locally in equilibrium between the oil phase and the water phase. Thus, the concen- In practice, K can be estimated from octanol-water partition constants, which have 202 been measured for a range of relevant compounds [14] .
203
We note that the interfacial conditions stated in (7) are similar to those considered 204 in Stefan problems with kinetic undercooling. To see this, consider the limit K → 0,
205
where no reaction product enters the oil phase. In this case, the interfacial conditions 206 forc ands can be reduced to With these definitions, the boundary conditions applied atx = 0 andx =L are now 219 applied at ξ = 0 and η = 0, respectively, while the interfacial conditions applied at 220 the moving boundaryx =s(t) are now applied at the fixed boundaries ξ = 1 and 221 η = 1.
222
We nondimensionalise our dependent variables by introducing
225
and, observing thatφ is already dimensionless, we also useφ(x,t) = φ(η, t).
226
Applying the nondimensionalisation and the boundary-fixing transformation de-227 scribed above, we identify the following set of five dimensionless parameters that 228 prescribe the system:
We discuss the decontamination of sulfur mustard in §5.3, for which we obtain typical 232 parameter values of β ≈ 0.03 − 8 and K ≈ 0.14 − 7.1. However, diffusion and reaction 233 coefficients are more difficult to obtain. In §4, we explore in detail the case where d is 234 much larger than the other parameters in the system, modelling deep spills of agent.
235
In rescaled form, the governing equations (1) become 236 c ξξ +ṡsξc ξ = s 2 c t for 0 < ξ < 1 and t > 0, (12a)
2 φ t for 0 < η < 1 and t > 0, (12c) 239 240 whereṡ = ds/dt and subscripts of ξ, η, and t represent partial differentiation. We Additionally, the interfacial conditions (7) are now
where all variables are evaluated for t > 0 and at ξ = 1 or η = 1, as appropriate. The 255 full dimensionless system is then described by (12)-(15). 3.1. Early-time asymptotics. Since the aqueous phase is initially absent from 258 the system, the boundary-fixing transformation described in §2.3 is singular at t = 0.
259
We circumvent the numerical difficulties created by this singularity by calculating 260 the early-time behaviour of the system as t → 0 + . We use these results to start our 261 computations at a small but finite time.
262
We begin by using (12)-(15) to obtain consistent initial conditions for c and p. We can now obtain early-time results. Rescaling t with an arbitrary small param- Solving for c, p, and s leads to the explicit results
In order to obtain explicit early-time results for φ, we make the assumption that 
This is solved by while s(t) < d/4; after this point in time, we use a uniform mesh. We discretise (12)-
292
(15) in space using second-order finite differences, and integrate in time with ode15s 293 in MATLAB, using the early-time solutions (17) and (19) to provide consistent initial 294 conditions. We use 'ghost' points just outside the domain to impose the boundary 295 conditions, using (15c) forṡ, (15a) for c, (15d) for p, and (15b) for φ at the free 
316
There is a significant difference in the system behaviour between these two cases, and
317
we can see this more clearly by considering the proportion of remaining agent in the 318 system, defined by 319 For K = 10, we see that most of the agent is consumed significantly before the 322 moving interface reaches the lower boundary (figure 3c) and we see that, for example, 323 Φ < 10 −4 before the interface has reached a third of the way to the lower boundary.
324
However, for K = 1 the agent appears to be consumed more uniformly as the interface 325 moves, and the remaining agent in the system is only small when the interface is close 326 to the lower boundary (figure 4c).
327
In order to make quantitative comparisons of different decontamination simula- While t f is the time taken for the interface to reach the lower boundary (and hence 334 the time taken to completely remove all agent), it is possible that most of the agent 335 reacts with the cleanser long before t = t f , as illustrated in figure 3. To investigate 336 this scenario, we introduce a second measure of removal time, t e . We refer to t e as the 337 effective removal time, and it corresponds to the time taken until the total amount of 338 remaining agent drops below some safe threshold. We define t e by 339 t e := min {t > 0 : Φ(t) < ε} , (20c) where ε represents the proportion of the original agent that remains when the safe 342 threshold is reached. We take ε = 10 −4 throughout this paper. The fact that t e < t f
343
follows from the definitions in (20), from which we also expect the final and effective 344 removal times to be close to one another, except for in scenarios where φ ≈ 1 before 345 the interface reaches the lower boundary.
346
As K increases, for a given β, we observe that the final times and the effective 
Similarly, the leading-order boundary conditions from (14) become
379 380
and the leading-order interfacial conditions from (15) become
where all functions are evaluated for T > 0 and at ξ = 1 or η = 1, as appropriate.
387
The full leading-order system for long time is then given by (22)-(24). 
397
In the case where φ = 1 at the interface, which we refer to as Regime I, agent in the 398 oil phase is consumed as soon as it reaches the interface and hence the rate-limiting 399 step is the removal of oily-phase product from the neighbourhood of the interface, 400 which is in turn controlled by the transport and removal of aqueous product to/at 401 the upper boundary. In this regime, we will also show that the vast majority of 402 agent is removed before the interface reaches the lower boundary, resulting in t e being 403 significantly shorter than t f . In the case where c = 0 on the reaction interface, which 404 we refer to as Regime II, cleanser in the aqueous phase is consumed as soon as it 405 reaches the interface and hence the rate-limiting step is the transport of cleanser to 406 the interface. We now consider Regime I. is significantly less than the final time, t f . We therefore expect this regime to explain 412 the disparity between t e and t f in figure 5.
413
In Regime I, the relevant interfacial conditions from (24) are
The leading-order system in this regime is thus given by (22), (23), and (25).
420
As
Here, erf(z) is the error function, λ p = λ/D 1/2 p , and λ p satisfies the transcendental
We note that (27) only has solutions when K > 1; we discuss this in more detail in 432 §4.4. Inserting scaling (26) into definition (20b), we deduce that, in this regime, the 433 final time
where λ is defined in (27). We note that the only dimensionless parameters that 437 affect t f are K and D p , so of the three diffusion processes occurring in the system the 438 diffusion of product in aqueous solution is the most important.
439
Our task is now to solve for the remaining variables, c and φ. Using (26), the 440 system decouples further, and we can first solve for φ from (22c), (23c), and (25a), The system (29)-(32) is solved by 
The leading-order system for Regime II is given by (22) to the reduced problem in Regime II, which we again refer to as the intermediate-time The concentrations of the cleanser, c (green), product in aqueous phase, p (blue), and product in oily phase, φ (red), at (non-uniform) times t = 1 × 10 5 , 5 × 10 5 , 1 × 10 6 , 2 × 10 6 , 4 × 10 6 , with arrows denoting increasing time. The dotted lines show asymptotic solutions c (green dotted) and φ (red dotted) in the large K limit, defined in (48) and (45), respectively.
[3, 7]. However, we shall see that the square-root scaling does not hold throughout 494 this regime.
495
We look for solutions where c = c(ξ), p = p(ξ), and φ = φ(X,T ) in the system 
Finally, the matching condition for φ is The concentrations of cleanser, c (green), product in aqueous phase, p (blue), and product in oily phase, φ (red), at times t = 1 × 10 5 , 2 × 10 5 , 3 × 10 5 , 4 × 10 5 , 5 × 10 5 , with arrows denoting increasing time. 
We note that the long-time solutions to the modified problem with a semi-infinite 525 lower domain in Regime II are given by (39) with S = 2λT 1/2 , where λ is the solution 526 to (40).
527
Thus, in Regime II, we have reduced the task of fully understanding our system 528 to numerically solving the system (22), (23), and (34) using initial conditions (39)-
529
(40). We use the method of lines with a uniform mesh in both domains. We see Finally, in the asymptotic limits of small and large β, we may simplify (41) to
and we see that these asymptotic approximations show excellent agreement with the 561 numerical solutions to (41) in their respective limits (figure 8).
562
Now that we have classified each regime based on the system parameter values, 563 we can explain when and why the final and effective removal times diverge. As K 564 increases, more of the product created at the interface goes into the lower oily phase 565 compared to the upper aqueous phase. This dilutes the oily phase near the interface, 566 creating a larger concentration gradient in the oily phase which pushes more agent 567 towards the interface. Thus, significantly more agent is consumed at the interface, so 568 that the proportion of agent remaining in the system drops close to zero before the 569 interface is near the lower boundary.
570
For a given β, we can now associate Regime I with larger K, and Regime II with 571 smaller K. We now present some asymptotic results for large and small K. approximate t f and t e in the limit of large K in Regime I. In this limit, we can solve 574 (27) to obtain an asymptotic result for λ, the coefficient governing the interfacial 575 velocity, as follows
577 578
and thus we see that the interfacial velocity is slower when K is large, and the leading-579 order velocity is inversely proportional to the square root of K. Combining (28) and
580
(43), we further deduce that
582 583
and thus we see that the time taken for the interface to reach the lower boundary 584 scales with K in this limit.
1 The large K asymptotic results for t f in figure 9 (green 585 line) show excellent agreement with the numerical solutions (black addition signs),
586
even for lower values of K.
587
Moreover, using the slow interfacial velocity result, we can also obtain an asymp-588 totic solution for φ when K → ∞, and hence for t e . In this limit, the leading-order The system (45) is solved by The asymptotic solution (46) allows us to approximate t e . From (20c) and (46), 601 we see that t e can be approximated by t e ∼ d 2 T * , where T * is a solution to F (T * ) = ε 602 and F (T ) is defined by 
611
We note that the interfacial condition (25b) is greatly simplified in this limit, if 612 φ ≈ 1. In this scenario c = c(ξ), and Finally, our large K analysis shows that t e and t f are independent of β in this generally be used to estimate removal time.
635
In light of this, and having briefly discussed the limit K → 0 at the end of §2.2,
636
we now consider this limit in more detail. Our aim is to explain the accuracy of the become, to leading order in K, Although φ must be solved using the full equation (22c) with the interfacial condition 653 (49d), the small K result for the interfacial velocity over the long timescale, which we decontamination is limited by the removal of product from the system (Regime I, 664 described in §4.2), and another where the rate of decontamination is limited by the 665 supply of cleanser to the interface between the phases (Regime II, described in §4.3).
666
Our asymptotic results are stated in terms of the dimensionless model developed 667 in §2.3, but it is also valuable to examine them in dimensional form. We find that 
674
In Regime I, reversing the nondimensionalisation of (28) 
where τ (R) is implicitly defined by
where ε is the threshold introduced in (20c), and λ p (K) is implicitly defined by (27) as satisfy the conditions to be in Regime I.
698
In Regime II, we expect the cleanser dynamics to be more important, since the 699 rate-limiting process is the supply of cleanser to the interface between the phases.
700
While Regime II is more complicated than Regime I, we again find that the leading-
701
order dimensional removal time is independent of some model parameters. 
where f is some function. Thus,t f must be independent ofk to leading order; even in fully saturated and the porous medium is inert, the system under consideration is a 798 diffusion problem with a reaction at the moving interface between the two fluid phases. could be modelled using Richards' equation.
804
The problem under consideration here is a moving-boundary problem with some 805 similarities to the classical Stefan problem with kinetic undercooling, but we find that determine the long-time behaviour and hence removal time in this asymptotic limit.
811
Our asymptotic analysis shows that, to leading order, the time required to remove the 812 agent only depends on some of the model parameters. Importantly, we find that the this partition coefficient has an optimal value that minimises the removal time.
821
The work in this paper was motivated by the extreme difficulty of performing 822 experiments using live agents, due to safety and visualisation challenges. By contrast, 823 mathematical modelling allows for the exploration of many hypothetical scenarios.
824
It is our hope that the model and analysis presented in this paper will guide the 825 development and improvement of methods used by the chemical decontamination 826 community, and provide inspiration for further study of this topic.
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